
 



Nicole TMontéranT: To dream and to fight  

In her studio flat in TCharlottenburgT Nicole TMontéranT describes the course of her life made 
of discoveries and separations. But this sensitive woman doesn’t cease “to dream and to 
fight”, which finds expression in her works. Originating >from the South of France she 
followed her father, a camera man, to Algeria. She studied at an art school which she left 
with a diploma. Looking for adventures she arrived in Berlin in 1967, attracted by the 
friends of her later husband, a Berlin law student. After having been an au pair in 
TNikolasseeT for a year, she did all kinds of jobs for a while. After that she worked for a 
small sympathetic advertising agency. But it is only after the birth of her son Oliver in 
1972 that she starts to really paint and exhibit, at first at home, later in a shop. This is a 
difficult, but formative period: “Germany taught me to do things more profoundly.” Her 
personality developed at the same time that her canvasses became larger. While 
teaching painting and drawing she experimented with new techniques and utilised 
diverse materials, with photography, painting on shutters, collages made of scales of fish 
or sand, masks, art books ….She has more and more expositions, mainly in Berlin, in 
France and the USA, with which she is closely connected, since her grandfather worked 
for TPathéT for a long period and her father was born there. 

Berlin occupies a special place in the works of Nicole TMontéranT, who thinks that it is the 
best place to observe the contrasts between the East and the West. “Berlin gives the 
impression of a convulsion; you are in the centre of what’s happening.” Her photos and 
oil paintings thus trace the changes Berlin has undergone since the fall of the Wall which 
she has also painted or transformed into a mosaic like at the TPariserT TPlatzT, but which has 
unfortunately been destroyed. She also created a large symbolic folding screen titled 
“TAlleT TbrauchenT TMärchenT” (Everybody needs fairy tales) showing the Berlin Bear on one 
side.  
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